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Abstract—We propose a new information theoretic metric for finding periodicities in stellar light curves. Light curves are astronomical time series of brightness over time, and are characterized as being noisy and unevenly sampled. The proposed metric combines correntropy (generalized correlation) with a periodic kernel to measure similarity among samples separated by a given period. The new metric provides a periodogram, called Correntropy Kernelized Periodogram (CKP), whose peaks are associated with the fundamental frequencies present in the data. The CKP does not require any resampling, sloting or folding scheme as it is computed directly from the available samples. CKP is the main part of a fully-automated pipeline for periodic light curve discrimination to be used in astronomical survey databases. We show that the CKP method outperformed the slotted correntropy, and conventional methods used in astronomy for periodicity discrimination and period estimation tasks, using a set of light curves drawn from the MACHO survey. The proposed metric achieved 97.2% of true positives with 0% of false positives at the confidence level of 99% for the periodicity discrimination task; and 88% of hits with 11.6% of multiples and 0.4% of misses in the period estimation task.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A light curve represents the brightness of a celestial object as a function of time (usually the magnitude of the star in the visible part of the electromagnetic radiation). Light curve analysis is an important tool in astrophysics used for estimation of stellar masses and distances to astronomical objects. By analyzing the light curves derived from the sky surveys, astronomers can perform tasks such as transient event detection, variable star detection and classification.

There are a certain types of variable stars [1] whose brightness varies following regular cycles. Examples of this kind of stars are the pulsating variables and eclipsing binary stars. Pulsating stars, such as Cepheids and RR Lyrae, expand and contract periodically effectively changing their size, temperature and brightness. Eclipsing binaries, are systems of two stars with a common center of mass whose orbital plane is aligned to Earth. Periodic drops in brightness are observed due to the mutual eclipses between the components of the system. Although most stars have at least some variation in luminosity, current ground based survey estimations indicate that 3% of the stars varying more than the sensitivity of the instruments and ~1% are periodic [2].

Detecting periodicity and estimating the period of stars is of high importance in astronomy. The period is a key feature for classifying variable stars [3], [4], and estimating other parameters such as mass and distance to Earth [5]. Period finding in light curves is also used as a means to find extrasolar planets [6]. Light curve analysis is a particularly challenging task. Astronomical time series are unevenly sampled due to constraints in the observation schedules, the day-night cycle, bad weather conditions, equipment positioning, calibration and maintenance. Light curves are also affected by several noise sources such as light contamination from other astronomical sources near the line of sight (sky background), the atmosphere, the instruments and particularly the CCD detectors, among others. Moreover, spurious periods of one day, one month and one year are usually present in the data due to changes in the atmosphere and moon brightness. Another challenge of light curve analysis is related to the number and size of the databases being build by astronomical surveys. Each observation phase of astronomical surveys such as MACHO [7], OGLE [8], SDSS [9] and Pan-STARRS [10] have captured tens of millions of light curves. Soon to arrive survey projects such as the LSST [11] will collect approximately 30 terabytes of data per night which translates into databases of 10 billion stars.

Currently, most periodicity finding schemes used in astronomy are interactive and/or rely somehow on human visual inspection. This calls for automated and efficient computational methods capable of performing robust light curve analysis for large astronomical databases.

In this paper we propose the Correntropy Kernelized Periodogram (CKP), a new metric for finding periodicities. The CKP combines the information theoretic learning (ITL) concept of correntropy [12] with a periodic kernel. The proposed metric yields a periodogram whose peaks are associated with the fundamental frequencies present in the data. A statistical criterion, based on the CKP, is used for periodicity discrimination. We demonstrate the advantages of using the CKP by comparing it with conventional spectrum estimators and related methods in databases of astronomical light curves.
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II. RELATED METHODS

Several methods have been developed to cope with the characteristics of light curves. The most widely used are the Lomb-Scargle (LS) periodogram [13], [14], epoch folding, analysis of variance (AoV) [15], string length (SL) methods [16], [17], and the discrete or slotted autocorrelation [18], [19]. For the LS and AoV periodograms statistical confidence measures have been developed to assess periodicity detection besides estimating the period.

The LS periodogram is an extension of the conventional periodogram for unevenly sampled time series. A sample power spectrum is obtained by fitting a trigonometric model in a least squares sense over the available randomly sampled data points. The maximum of the LS power spectrum corresponds to the angular frequency whose model best fits the time series. In epoch folding a trial period $P_t$ is used to obtain a phase diagram of the light curve by applying the modulus (mod) transformation of the time axis:

$$\phi_i(P_t) = t_i \mod P_t,$$

where $t_i$ are the time instants of the light curve. The trial period $P_t$ is found by and ad-hoc method, or simply corresponds to a sweep among a range of values. This transformation is equivalent to dividing the light curve in segments of length $P_t$ and then plotting the segments one on top of another, hence folding the light curve. If the true period is used to fold the light curve, the periodic shape will be clearly seen in the phase diagram. If a wrong period is used instead, the phase diagram won’t show a clear structure and it will look like noise.

In AoV [15] the folded light curve is binned and the ratio of the within-bins variance and the between-bins variance is computed. If the light curve is folded using its true period, the AoV statistic is expected to reach a minimum value. In SL methods, the light curve is folded using a trial period and the sum of distances between consecutive points (string) in the folded curve is computed. The true period is estimated by minimizing the string length on a range of trial periods. The true period is expected to yield the most ordered folded curve and hence the minimum total distance between points. In slotted autocorrelation [18], [19], time lags are defined as intervals or slots instead of single values. The slotted autocorrelation function at a certain time lag slot is computed by averaging the cross product between samples whose time difference fall in the given slot.

All the related methods described above are based on second-order statistic analysis. Information theoretic based criteria extract information from the probability density function, therefore it includes higher-order statistical moments present in the data. This usually implies a better modelling of the underlying process and robustness to noise and outliers.

The slotted technique was extended to the information theoretic concept of correntropy in [20]. The slotted correntropy estimator was compared with the other mentioned techniques on period estimation of light curves from the MACHO survey, performing equally well on Cepheid/RR Lyrae and much better in eclipsing binaries period estimation. However, the slotted technique has the drawback that is highly dependant on the slot size.

III. BACKGROUND ON ITL METHODS AND PERIODIC KERNELS

A. Generalized correlation function: Correntropy

In [12], [21] an information theoretic functional capable of measuring the statistical magnitude distribution and the time structure of random processes was introduced. The generalized correlation function (GCF) or correntropy measures similarities between feature vectors separated by a certain time delay in input space. The similarities are measured in terms of inner products in a high-dimensional kernel space. For a random process $\{X_t, t \in T\}$ with $T$ being an index set, the correntropy function is defined as

$$V(t_1, t_2) = \mathbb{E}_{x_1, x_2}[\kappa(x_{t_1}, x_{t_2})],$$

and the centered correntropy is defined as

$$U(t_1, t_2) = \mathbb{E}_{x_1, x_2}[\kappa(x_{t_1}, x_{t_2})] - \mathbb{E}_{x_1}[\mathbb{E}_{x_2}[\kappa(x_{t_1}, x_{t_2})]],$$

where $\mathbb{E}[]$ denotes the expectation value and $\kappa(\cdot, \cdot)$ is any positive definite kernel [12]. A kernel can be viewed as a similarity measure for the data [22]. The Gaussian kernel which is translation-invariant, is defined as follows:

$$G_\sigma(x - z) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} \exp \left(-\frac{||x - z||^2}{2\sigma^2}\right),$$

where $\sigma$ is the kernel size or bandwidth. The kernel size can be interpreted as the resolution in which the correntropy function search for similarities in the high-dimensional kernel feature space [12], [21]. The kernel size gives the user the ability to control the emphasis given to the higher-order moments with respect to second-order moments. For large values of the kernel size, the second-order moments have more relevance and the correntropy function approximates the conventional correlation. On the other hand if the kernel size is set too small, the correntropy function will not be able to discriminate between signal and noise and approximates the Dirac delta function.

The name correntropy was coined due to its close relation to Renyi’s quadratic entropy, which can be estimated through Parzen windows [14] as follows:

$$\hat{H}_{R_2}(X) = -\log (IP_\sigma(X)),$$

where

$$IP_\sigma(X) = \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} G_\sigma(x_i - x_j),$$

and $N$ is the number of samples of the random variable $X$ and $\sigma$ is the kernel size of the Gaussian kernel function. Equation (5) is the argument of the logarithm in Eq. (4) and is called the Information Potential (IP). The mean value of the correntropy function over the lags is a biased estimator of the IP [12].
For a discrete strictly stationary random process \( \{X_n\} \), the univariate correntropy function or autocorrentropy can be defined as
\[
V[m] = \mathbb{E}[\kappa(x_n, x_{n-m})],
\]
which can be estimated through the sample mean
\[
\hat{V}_\sigma[m] = \frac{1}{N-m+1} \sum_{n=m}^{N} G_\sigma(x_n - x_{n-m}).
\]
Likewise, the estimator of the univariate centered correntropy function (Eq. 2) is
\[
\hat{U}_\sigma[m] = \frac{1}{N-m+1} \sum_{n=m}^{N} G_\sigma(x_n - x_{n-m}) - \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{m=1}^{N} G_\sigma(x_n - x_m),
\]
where the Gaussian kernel with kernel size \( \sigma \) is used, \( N \) is the number of samples of \( \{X_n\} \) and \( m \in [1, N] \) is the discrete time lag. In practice, the maximum lag should be chosen so that there are enough samples to estimate correntropy at each lag. Notice that the second term in Eq. (7) corresponds to the IP (Eq. 5), which is the mean of the autocorrentropy function over the lags.

The Fourier transform of the centered autocorrentropy function is called correntropy spectral density (CSD) and is defined as \([12], [21], [23]::
\[
P_\sigma[f] = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \hat{U}_\sigma[m] \cdot \exp(-j2\pi f m F_s)
\]
where \( \hat{U}_\sigma[m] \) is the univariate centered correntropy function, and \( F_s \) is the sampling frequency. The CSD can be considered as a generalized power spectral density (PSD) function, although it is a function of the kernel size and it does not measure power. As with correntropy, the kernel size controls the influence of the higher-order moments versus the second-order statistical descriptors. Particularly, for large values of the kernel size, the CSD approximates the conventional PSD.

In \([23]\) the correntropy function and the CSD were used to solve the problem of detecting the fundamental frequency in speech signals. Correntropy outperformed conventional correlation, showing better discriminatory and robustness to noise. In \([24]\) correntropy was used to solve the blind source separation (BSS) problem, successfully separating signals coming from independent and identically distributed sources and also Gaussian sources. Correntropy outperformed methods that also make use of higher-order statistics such as Independent Component Analysis (ICA). In \([25]\), correntropy was used as a discriminatory metric for the detection of nonlinearities in time series, outperforming traditional methods such as the Lyapunov exponents.

### B. Periodic kernel functions

Kernels can also be viewed as covariance functions for correlated observations at different points of the input domain \([22]\). In our research we are interested in measuring similarities among samples separated by a given period. A kernel function is periodic with period \( P \) if it repeats itself for input vectors separated by \( P \). Periodic kernel functions are appropriate for nonparametric estimation, modelling and regression of periodic time series \([26]\). Periodic kernel functions have also been proposed in the Gaussian processes literature \([27], [28], [29]\).

A periodic kernel function can be obtained by applying a nonlinear mapping (or warping) \( u(z) \) to the input vector \( z \). In \([23]\) a periodic kernel function was constructed by mapping a unidimensional input variable \( z \) using a periodic two-dimensional warping function defined as
\[
u_P(z) = \left( \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{P} z \right), \sin \left( \frac{2\pi}{P} z \right) \right).
\]
The periodic kernel function \( G_{\sigma,P}(z - y) \) with period \( P \), is obtained by applying the warping function (Eq. 9) to the inputs of the Gaussian kernel function (Eq. 3). The periodic kernel function is defined as,
\[
G_{\sigma,P}(z - y) = G_{\sigma}(u_P(z) - u_P(y)) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} \exp \left(-\frac{\sin^2 \left( \frac{\pi}{2} (z - y) \right)}{0.5\sigma^2} \right),
\]
where the following expression is used
\[
\| u_P(z) - u_P(y) \|^2 = 4 \sin^2 \left( \frac{\pi (z - y)}{P} \right).
\]
The periodic kernel function \([10]\) is related to the von Mises probability density function \([30]\).

### IV. Correntropy Kernelized Periodogram

In this paper we propose an ITL based method for finding periodicities in unevenly sampled time series. The proposed method does not require any resampling, slotting or folding scheme, as it is computed directly from the available samples and detects periodicity using the actual magnitudes and time instants of the samples. The new metric combines the centered correntropy function and the periodic kernel function. For a discrete unidimensional random process \( \{X_n\} \) with \( n = 1, \ldots, N \), kernel sizes \( \sigma_t \) and \( \sigma_m \), and a trial period \( P_t \), the proposed metric is computed as
\[
\hat{V}_{P(\sigma_t, \sigma_m)}(P_t) = \frac{\sigma_m}{N^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (G_{\sigma_m}(\Delta x_{ij}) - IP) \cdot G_{\sigma_t, P_t}(\Delta t_{ij}) \cdot w(\Delta t_{ij}),
\]
where \( \Delta x_{ij} = x_i - x_j \), \( \Delta t_{ij} = t_i - t_j \), \( G_{\sigma_m}(\cdot) \) is the Gaussian kernel function (Eq. 3), IP is the information potential (Eq. 5), \( G_{\sigma_t, P_t}(\cdot) \) is the periodic kernel function (Eq. 10) and \( w(\Delta t_{ij}) \) is a Hamming window.

In Eq. (11) magnitude differences are evaluated using the Gaussian kernel function, while time differences are evaluated using the periodic kernel function. The new metric performs the pointwise multiplication between the centered Gaussian kernel coefficient \( (G_{\sigma_m}(\Delta x_{ij}) - IP) \) and the periodic kernel
coefficients \( G_{\sigma_i; f_1}(\Delta t_{ij}) \). Notice that Eq. (11) is a function of the trial period \( P_t \) and it has two free parameters: the magnitude kernel size \( \sigma_m \) and the time kernel size \( \sigma_t \). By analogy with the conventional periodogram (square of the discrete Fourier transform of the data) we call Eq. (11) the Correntropy Kernelized Periodogram (CKP). Another extension of the conventional theory is the wavelet periodogram \[31\]. A Hamming window defined as
\[
w(\Delta t_{ij}) = 0.54 + 0.46 \cdot \cos \left( \frac{\pi \Delta t_{ij}}{T} \right),
\]
where \( T \) is the total time span of the light curve, is used in Eq. (11) to have a smoother estimation of the periodogram \[32\].

The periodic kernel gives larger weights to the samples whose time difference are multiples of the trial period. In other words, the periodic kernel emphasizes the magnitude differences that are separated by the trial period and its multiples. Intuitively, for a periodic time series, the magnitude differences between samples separated by the underlying period in time are expected to be minimum (most similar). If the trial period of the periodic kernel is set to the true period, the metric is expected to reach a maximum value. By using the maximum value of Eq. (11) over a set of trial periods, the best estimation of the underlying period is obtained.

In order to compare periodograms from different time series, the CKP has to be invariant to the data scale. In \[12\] a scale-invariant criterion based on Renyi’s quadratic entropy is proposed. The condition for Gaussian variables is that the standard deviation is equal to the rank-ordered data, respectively. For a normal distribution quartiles are the medians of the first half and second half of the third and first quartiles of the data. The first and third statistical dispersion, being equal to the difference between
\[
\text{std} = \text{the standard deviation}[12].
\]
\( \text{iqr} \) is a measure of
\[
\text{iqr. The selection of}
\]
\( \text{the standard deviation is equal to 0.7413 iqr}. \] The choice of constant \( k \) is discussed in Section \[VI-A\].

Fig. 1 shows an example using a synthetic time series to illustrate the effect of the proposed metric. Fig. \[1a\] shows a synthetic time series \( y_i = \sin(2\pi t_i/P) + 0.8 \cdot \epsilon_i \), with \( t_i = T_{\text{max}}(i + 0.5 \cdot \epsilon_i) \), where \( \epsilon_i \) and \( \epsilon_i \) are normally distributed random variables with zero mean and unit standard deviation. The noise in time simulates uneven sampling. In this example \( N = 400 \), \( T_{\text{max}} = 25 \), and the underlying period is \( P = 2.456 \) seconds. Fig. \[10\] shows the kernel coefficients \( (G_{\sigma_m}(\Delta x_{ij}(\Delta t_{ij})) - IP) \) and \( G_{\sigma_t; f_1}(\Delta t_{ij}) \) as a function of the time differences collected from the time series. The magnitude kernel size is set using Eq. (13) with \( k = 0.3 \). The time kernel size and the trial period are set to \( \sigma_t = 0.1 \), \( P_t = 2.456 \), respectively. Fig. \[1c\] shows the CKP for a range of periods, the location of the underlying period in the periodogram is marked with a dotted line. The CKP reaches a global maximum at the corresponding underlying period \( P = 2.456 \).

A. A statistical test based on the CKP for periodicity discrimination

For a periodic time series with an oscillation frequency \( f \), its periodogram will exhibit a peak at that frequency with high probability. But the inverse is not necessarily true, a peak in the periodogram does not imply that the time series is periodic. Spurious peaks may be produced by measurement errors, random fluctuations, aliasing or noise.
In this section, a statistical test for periodicity is introduced, using the global maximum of the CKP as test statistic. The null hypothesis is that there are no significant periodic components in the time series. The alternative hypothesis is that the CKP maximum corresponds to a true periodicity. The distribution of the maximum value of the CKP is obtained through Monte-Carlo simulations. Surrogate time series \([33, 34]\) are used to test the null hypothesis. The surrogate generation algorithm has to be consistent with the null hypothesis. To achieve this, the block bootstrap method \([35]\), which breaks periodicities preserving the noise characteristic and time correlations of the light curve, is used. The procedure used to construct an unevenly sampled surrogate using the block bootstrap method is as follows

1. Obtain a data block from the light curve by randomly selecting a block of length \(L\) and a starting point \(j \in [1, N - L]\).
2. Subtract the first time instant of the block, so that it starts at 0 days.
3. Add the value of the last time instant of the previous block to the time instants of the current block.
4. Parse the current block to the surrogate time series.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 until the surrogate time series have the same amount of samples of the original light curve.

For a given significance level \(\alpha\) and kernel sizes \(\sigma_t\) and \(\sigma_m\), the null hypothesis is rejected if

\[
\max_P \tilde{V}_{p(\sigma_m, \sigma_t)}(f) > \tilde{V}_{p(\sigma_m, \sigma_t)}^\alpha,
\]

where for \(N\) light curves \(\tilde{V}_{p(\sigma_m, \sigma_t)}\) is pre-computed as follows:

1. Generate \(M\) surrogates from each light curve using block bootstrap.
2. Save the maximum CKP ordinate value of each surrogate.
3. Find \(P_\alpha\) such that a \((1 - \alpha)\)% of the ordinate values saved from the surrogates are below this threshold (one-tailed distribution).
4. Compute \(\tilde{V}_{p(\sigma_m, \sigma_t)}^\alpha\) as the mean \(P_\alpha\) and its corresponding error bars as the standard deviation of \(P_\alpha\) for the \(N\) light curves \((N \cdot M\) surrogates).

V. Period Detection Method

A. Description of the MACHO database

The MACHO project \([7]\) was designed to search for gravitational microlensing events in the Magellanic Clouds and the galactic bulge. The project started in 1992 and concluded in 1999. More than 20 million stars were surveyed. The MACHO project has been an important source for finding variable stars. The complete light curve database is available through the MACHO project’s website\(^2\). There are two light curves per stellar object: channels blue and red. Only the blue channel light curves are used here. Each light-curve has approximately 1000 samples and contains 3 data columns: time, magnitude and an error estimation for the magnitude.

Astromoners from the Harvard Time Series Center (TSC) have a catalog of variable stars from the MACHO survey. The underlying periods of the periodic variable stars were estimated using epoch folding, AoV, and visual inspection. In this paper, we consider the TSC periods to be the gold standard.

A subset of 1500 periodic light curves (500 Cepheids, 500 RR Lyrae and 500 eclipsing binaries) and 3500 non-periodic light curves was drawn from the MACHO survey. The subset was divided into a training set for parameter adjustment and a testing set. The training set consisted of 2500 light curves (750 periodic and 1750 non-periodic) randomly selected from the available classes. The remaining 2500 light curves were used for testing purposes.

There is a natural imbalance between periodic and aperiodic classes of stars. Only 3% of the surveyed stars are expected to be variables and \(~1\)% to be periodic. Due to this, when detecting periodic behaviour, we have to achieve a false positive rate less than 0.1%.

B. Description of the procedure for periodicity detection

In what follows, the steps of the periodicity detection algorithm, for a given time kernel size \(\sigma_t\) and magnitude kernel size \(\sigma_m\), are described.

1) Cleaning: The light curve’s blue channel is imported. The mean \(\bar{e}\) and the standard deviation \(\sigma_e\) of the photometric error are computed. Samples that do not comply with \(e_i < \bar{e} + 3 \cdot \sigma_e\), where \(e_i\) is the photometric error of sample \(i\), are discarded.

2) Computing the periodogram The CKP (Eq. 11) is computed on 20000 logarithmically spaced periods between 0.4 days and 300 days. The periods associated to the ten highest local maxima at the periodogram are saved as trial periods for the next step.

3) Fine-tuning of trial periods: The CKP is used to fine-tune the ten trial periods. Each trial period is fine-tuned around a 0.5% of its value \((1.0025 \cdot f_{\text{trial}}, 0.9975 \cdot f_{\text{trial}})\), using a step size of \(df = 0.001\) in frequency, where \(T\) is the total time span of the light curve.

4) Selection of the best trial period: The trial periods are sorted in descending order following its CKP ordinate value. The best trial period \(P_{\text{best}}\), which is selected as the one with the highest value of \(\tilde{V}_p\), that is not a multiple of a spurious period, as described below.

5) Finally, if the best period comply with \(\tilde{V}_{p(\sigma_m, \sigma_t)}(P_{\text{best}}) > \theta\) then the light curve is labeled as periodic, where \(\theta\) is the periodogram threshold for periodicity. The confidence associated to \(\theta\) is obtained using the procedure described in Section IV-A.

Table II gives a summary of the parameters of the proposed method. The kernel sizes and the periodicity threshold do not appear in Table I because they need to be calibrated using a procedure described in the following sections.

To obtain the spurious periods the following spectral window function is used

\[
W(f) = \frac{1}{N} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} \exp(j2\pi ft_i) \right]^2,
\]

(14)
Multiple if $P_{\text{est}} - P_{\text{ref}} < \varepsilon \cdot P_{\text{ref}}$

- Hit if $P_{\text{est}} > P_{\text{ref}}$ and
  \[ \left| \frac{P_{\text{est}}}{P_{\text{ref}}} - \frac{P_{\text{est}}}{P_{\text{ref}}} \right| < \varepsilon, \]

or if $P_{\text{est}} < P_{\text{ref}}$ and
  \[ \left| \frac{P_{\text{ref}}}{P_{\text{est}}} - \frac{P_{\text{ref}}}{P_{\text{est}}} \right| < \varepsilon, \]

where $|x|$ is the largest integer less than or equal to $x$.

- Miss if it does not belong to any of the other categories.

The tolerance value $\varepsilon$ controls the accepted relative error between the estimated period and the reference period. A value of $\varepsilon = 0.005$, i.e., a relative error of 0.5% will be considered,

3Logarithmically spaced.

4Linearly spaced, $T$ is the total time span of the light curve.

5The C-language implementation is available by request to the authors.

small enough to obtain a clean folded curve from the estimated period.

The problem of period detection in light curves can be treated as a binary classification problem. The classes are periodic light curves $\{+1\}$ and non-periodic light curves $\{-1\}$. Confusion matrix and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves are used to evaluate the period detection method. An ROC curve is a plot of the true positive rate (TPR) as a function of the false positive rate (FPR). Different points in the ROC curve are obtained by changing the threshold value at the output of the classifier. In this case,

- true positive (TP) is a periodic light curve classified as periodic
- false positive (FP) is a non-periodic light curve classified as periodic
- true negative (TN) is a non-periodic light curve classified as non-periodic
- false negative (FN) is a periodic light curve classified as non-periodic

The TPR represents the proportion of periodic light curves that are correctly identified as such. The FPR represents the proportion of non-periodic light curves that are incorrectly classified as periodic.

### VI. Experiments

#### A. Parameter calibration

The CKP is a function of the kernel sizes $\sigma_{m}$ and $\sigma_{t}$. These parameters are adjusted using the 2500 light curves in the training set. The value of $\sigma_{m}$ is set using Eq. (13), so we need to choose the value of the constant $k$. Fig. 2 shows the CKP as function of the frequency and $\sigma_{t}$ for light curve 1.3449.27 from the MACHO catalog. In this example the underlying period is picked as the global maximum of the CKP for a time kernel size $\sigma_{t} \in [0.075, 0.125]$. After extensive experiments we identified that this particular range of kernel sizes values gives the best results for the MACHO light curves. There is no clear rule for choosing the time kernel size, although intuitively, it should depend on the sampling pattern.

The period estimation results for different combinations of $k$ and $\sigma_{t}$ on the 750 periodic light curves of the training set are shown in Table III. The best performance is obtained with $k = 1$ and $\sigma_{t} = 0.1$.

Fig. 3 compares the ROC curves obtained using different combination of both kernel sizes for the period detection problem. As mentioned before, due to the imbalance between periodic and non-periodic light curve classes, false positive rates below 0.1% are desired. Looking at the ROC curves it is clear that the best kernel size combination, in the area below 1% FPR, is $k = 1$ and $\sigma_{t} = 0.1$. These values are fixed for the following experiments.

#### B. Statistical significance

Using the procedure described in Section V-A statistical significance thresholds for the CKP were computed. Table IV shows the significance thresholds and their corresponding CKP ordinate values for the best combination of kernel sizes.
The thresholds were computed using the light curve training set \((N = 2500)\) and five hundred surrogates per light curve \((M = 500)\). Fig. 4 shows the location of these thresholds in the ROC curve of the testing dataset. FPR rates below 1% are associated with confidence levels between 95% and 99%. Fig. 5 shows three light curves in which the CKP ordinate values associated with the fundamental period have a confidence level higher than 99%. In the folded light curves (Fig. 5 right column) the periodic nature of the light curve can be clearly observed. In period detection schemes based on visual inspection these light curves would be undoubtedly labeled as periodic. Fig. 6 shows three light curves in which the CKP ordinate values associated with the fundamental period have a statistical confidence between 90% and 95%. These light curves are indeed periodic although compared to the previous three (shown in Fig. 5), their periodicity is less clear as their signal to noise ratio is smaller. By associating a statistical level of confidence to the detected periods, we have clear as their signal to noise ratio is smaller. By associating a statistical level of confidence to the detected periods, we have clear.
than many other spurious peaks. The procedure described in Section V-B is used to evaluate the performance of QCS estimator. Table IV shows the results obtained by the QCS and CKP estimators on the testing subset. The CKP obtains 12% more hits and 70% less misses than the QCS estimator, which shows clearly the advantages of the kernelized periodogram.

D. Comparison with other methods

The performance of the CKP method was compared with the slotted correntropy and other widely used techniques in astronomy. The software VarTools \cite{36, 37} was used to perform a Lomb-Scargle periodogram and Analysis of Variance analysis. The regularized Lafler-Kinman string length (SLLK) statistic and the slotted autocorrelation were also considered. For Vartools LS, the period associated with the highest peak of the LS periodogram, that is not a multiple of the known spurious periods (sidereal day, moon phase), gives the estimated period. A periodogram resolution of 0.1/T and a fine tune resolution of 0.01/T, where T is the total time span of the light curve, were used. For Vartools AoV and SLLK, the corresponding statistics are minimized in an array of periods ranging from 0.4 to 300 days with a step size of 1e-4. For AoV the default value of 8 bins is used. For AoV and SLLK, the period that minimizes the corresponding metrics, that is not a multiple of the known spurious periods, is selected as the estimated period. For the slotted autocorrelation/autocorrentropy the highest peak of the PSD/CSD estimator function, that is not associated to the known spurious periods, delivers the estimated period. For the slotted autocorrentropy/autocorrelation a slot size $\Delta \tau = 0.25$ was considered \cite{20}. For the CKP method the best combination of kernel sizes ($\sigma_t = 0.1$ and $k = 1$) obtained with the training dataset is

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Method & Hits[\%] & Multiples[\%] & Misses[\%] \\
\hline
CKP & 88.00 & 11.60 & 0.4 \\
QCS & 77.87 & 20.80 & 1.33 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Period estimation performance of the CKP versus the QCS for the testing database}
\end{table}
used. The influence of the higher-order statistical moments is assessed by comparing the CKP with a linear version of the proposed metric. In this linear version, the Gaussian kernel used to compare magnitude values is replaced by a linear kernel. The periodic kernel remains unchanged. The procedure to detect a period is the same as explained in Section V-B with an additional pre-processing step where the data vector is zero-mean normalized. The results for period estimation on the testing subset are shown in Table V. The CKP method is zero-mean normalized. The results for period estimation on the testing subset. The CKP is compared with the LS and AoV periodograms. The proposed method clearly outperforms its competitors in the FPR range of interest (below 1%). It is worth noting that even if a harmonic of the true period is found, periodicity can still be detected. This is true for all the competitors in the FPR range of interest (below 1%).

The CKP obtained 10.5% more hits and 72.7% less misses than the slotted correntropy. This is because in the slotted correntropy, kernel coefficients are averaged on time slots, therefore the actual time differences between samples are not used. Out of the cases where the correct period is found by the CKP but not by the AoV periodogram, an 84% corresponds to eclipsing binaries. This is expected as conventional methods perform well on pulsating variables 20. Eclipsing binaries light curves are typically more difficult to analyze as their variations are non-sinusoidal and due to their morphology/shape characteristics most methods tend to return harmonics or sub-harmonics rather than the true period. The proposed method obtained the lowest miss rate (0.4%). In all these missed cases, the true period was correctly found by the proposed metric but they were filtered out for being too near to the sidereal day. More accurate ways of filtering out spurious periods, using the data samples instead of a straightforward comparison of the detected periods, could be implemented to recover such missed cases. Fig. 9 shows ROC curves for the task of periodic versus non-periodic discrimination in the 2500 light curve testing subset. The CKP is compared with the LS and AoV periodograms. The proposed method clearly outperforms its competitors in the FPR range of interest (below 1%). It is worth noting that even if a harmonic of the true period is found, periodicity can still be detected. This is true for all the methods as periodicity detection rates are comparatively better than Hit rates obtained for period estimation.

4Light curves 1.4539.37, 3.6605.124 and 6.5726.1276, with periods 2.9955 (three times sidereal day), 3.9815 (four times the sidereal day) and 0.99676, respectively.
VII. Conclusion

We have proposed a new metric for periodicity finding based on information theoretic concepts. The CKP metric yields a kernelized periodogram. It has been shown that the proposed method has several advantages over the correntropy spectral density and other conventional methods of period detection and estimation. The CKP is computed directly from the actual magnitudes and time-instants of samples. It does not require resampling, slotting nor folding schemes as other methods. The CKP metric is used as the main part of a fully-automated pipeline for period detection and estimation in astronomical time series. The CKP metric is used as test statistic to estimate the confidence level of the period detection.

Results on a subset of the MACHO survey shows that the CKP metric clearly outperforms the LS and AoV periodograms in the period detection of light curves. Moreover, the CKP method clearly outperforms slotted correntropy, slotted correlation, LS-periodogram, AoV and SLLK methods on the period estimation of periodic light curves. This is because the CKP method incorporates higher-order moments when computing the periodogram, and it emphasizes the trial period and its multiples. Future work will focus on enhancing the spurious rejection criterion, developing and adaptive kernel size adjusting rule, and discriminating quasi-periodic and multi-periodic light curves.
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